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Introduction
You’re a woman in business who wants to stand out in the crowded 
online world. 

You feel successful, to a point, but you are ready to take the next step 
and do more public speaking, make more videos and podcasts, and 
have a strong social media presence.

This book is for women like you who want to be more confident (or at 
least appear more poised) in videos, on stage, or in any creative 
endeavor.

You’ll learn why fear makes you invisible and how to manage it. You’ll 
recognize when procrastination begins and how it interferes with 
your ability to share your message. 

When you've finished this book, you’ll 
have the confidence, skills, and 
motivation to share your message and 
yourself with the world in a fulfilling 
and satisfying way. You’ll gain new 
insights into what’s stopping you from 
being noticed, the skills to manage 
your fear, and you’ll feel excited and

confident enough to take action 
and make that video, start your 
podcast, or take to the stage and 
stand out!
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Internal Confidence

What is confidence? Is it the feeling you get when everything is going 
right for you, and you feel loved, accepted, knowledgeable and 
respected? Is it a sense of self-love that only YOU know?

Or is it an outward appearance of assurance—one where you trust the 
person (or yourself) to deliver on what they say, be true to their word, 
and respect you? 

Perhaps you feel that confidence is a form of arrogance? Or maybe 
you’ve never given it much thought. 

So, I ask you:

Do you feel confident?

Say it out loud. “I am confident.”

Get out your mobile device, hit the 
record button and say, “I am confident.” 

How did that feel? Did you believe 
yourself? 

Now, listen to the recording. 

Did you feel confident when you heard 
yourself say, “I am confident?” Why or 
why not? Did you SOUND confident?

Growing Your Confidence
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Growing Your Confidence
Internal Confidence

Learning how to recognize how confidence feels and how it looks and 
sounds is an excellent way to be able to call on that feeling when you 
need it most. This recognition is particularly useful when you are in a 
state of fear.

Confidence IS NOT the opposite of fear. 

Confidence is a tool that will assist you to manage your fear(s). 

Without going into a whole bunch of brain science, 
let me explain that fear tends to paralyze us. You know, the fight, 
flight, or freeze situation? That one. 

Part of it is our brain and body 
protecting us from an unknown 
(usually external) danger—a form of 
intuition if you will.

Another part is the internally-induced 
fears(s), which usually involve that 
“other” voice – you know – the one 
that stops us from taking action. 

Confidence can propel us forward 
and help us manage both the fears 
from external stimuli AND the 
internal fears that stop us.
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Growing Your Confidence
Internal Confidence

Self-confidence is a state of being where we are in flow and feel 
assured about a situation. Self-confidence is when we see and 
recognize the fear, but don’t let it stop us from moving forward. 

Sometimes we lie to ourselves to appear confident when deeeeeep
down inside; we are hiding in a little black hole in the ground. 

There are little signals that betray us; a shortness and tightening of 
breath, a raised heart-rate, fidgeting hands or feet, a quicker pace of 
speaking. 

The good news is that you can learn to recognize how self-confidence 
feels and use that recognition to manage your fear(s).  

Here are three questions to help you explore your self-confidence:

What are you doing/experiencing when you feel confident? 

What are you doing/experiencing when you feel afraid? 

What is your inner dialogue saying in both of these scenarios? 
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Growing Your Confidence
External Confidence

When we are confident, external factors 
have less of an effect on us. 

We feel good about our abilities, our path,
and our communication.

When we are feeling insecure, everything 
seems like an assault.

The meetings, the emails, the interactions with our co-workers, the 
seemingly innocuous, "Can we have a chat in my office?" 

The source of our insecurities may be an external specific event when 
we were younger (see my public speaking story below), or it could 
have been reinforced by constant messages from our parents and 
family growing up. 

My point is that both internal and external factors affect our 
confidence.

You probably already know this, but maybe you hadn’t considered 
that how you feel about yourself, your voice, and your 
communication style all give signals about your level of confidence. 
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Growing Your Confidence
External Confidence

Here are three questions to help you explore external confidence:

Try to think back to an experience or memory that affected 
your confidence. How old were you? What were you doing? 
What was the outcome of that experience? 

Now, ask yourself if that experience is still affecting you today. 
Be honest.

Adapt that memory and imagine a different outcome, one 
where your confidence is the winner. What happened? 
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Physical vs. Mental Confidence

You may have heard of the "power pose," or other
similar physical tactics that speakers, interviewers, 
and others use to appear and feel more confident. 
These do work!

But, they won’t work on their own. 

It’s like saying you’re going to become vegan to eat healthier, and 
then eat more fried food because, you know, french fries are vegan! 

When learning to manage confidence, you need physical AND mental 
skills/tools in place so you can get a complete picture. 

The psyche responds to the physical stimulus, and your physical 
responses are managed with mental practice. This does not mean that 
you will never be nervous again, but it does mean you are able to 
recognize and manage your responses to fear.

The outer (physical) work comes much more quickly when it is 
accompanied by the INNER (psyche) work. 

Essentially, it is not about physical vs. mental confidence — they go 
hand-in-hand.

Growing Your Confidence
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Practicing Confidence

Just like many other skills, confidence grows with repetition and 
familiarity. Pick one element per week to practice. Add them one on 
the other, so that at the end of six weeks, you have these items in your 
body and your psyche.

Growing Your Confidence

1 Stand with a tall and free spine, with your chin slightly 
down, so you get more length in the back of your neck. 
Have a slightly lifted sternum. (I call this the noble posture)

2 For two minutes every day, stand with your feet slightly 
wider than hip-width apart with your hands on your hips. 
This is the “superwoman” pose that Amy Cuddy talks
about in her TEDTalk.

3 Breathe in confidence, and breathe out fear and anxiety. 
It may help to do this by imagining that you are smelling 
your favourite flower or food cooking.). 

Physical Confidence - Here are three ways to appear more
physically confident:
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Growing Your Confidence
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1 Flip the script on your worries and fear. Imagine the perfect 
outcome. Picture it in great detail. Feel the outcome of that 
ideal situation!

2 Allow space for being flexible. Be prepared, but not so set or 
strict in your planning that if something happens outside it, 
you get thrown off.

3 Create a personal set of three to five affirmations and read 
them out loud every day. 

Mental Confidence - Here are three ways to grow your 
mental confidence: 
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Increasing Your Visibility
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Photos vs. Videos

There’s a difference between video made for fun, 
to record an event, or a spontaneous moment in 
time, vs. intentional video. The latter is a video 
that you create for your online course or the video
series you want to run so you can share your best work
with your tribe.

What is it about an intentional video that can be SO FREAKING 
TERRIFYING? Is it knowing that people are watching and judging 
you? Maybe it's the whole inner dialogue: 

"I'm filming, but gosh my hair looks weird, and I don't sound like 
myself, and why did I leave that cushion out behind me, and did I 
turn off the stove … wait I forgot to mention that thing I do. DARN.”

What about a photo? How is that 
different? Well, for one thing, we are 
much more familiar with pictures. 
From the moment we are born, people 
are photographing us. And if we’re not 
in the picture, we’re taking it.

We are more comfortable with 
photographs because we are familiar 
with them.
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Increasing Your Visibility
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Photos vs. Videos

To become better at being on video, you simply need to practice. That 
is the core element. You don't have to share everything you record, 
but practicing what works for you and what's best in your space will 
make it all worthwhile. 

Don’t know where to start? Try a video-creation challenge. There are 
loads available on the internet! Pick someone who you resonate with 
who is running some form of video or visibility challenge. 

If you want people to know about you and buy from you, you've got to 
make videos. Whether it's Facebook Live, or YouTube, or a different 
platform, you need to start getting comfortable about making 
intentional videos. 

Here are some questions to ask yourself as you jump into creating 
intentional videos:

What's the purpose of your video? 

WHY should we listen to you?

How do you want to look and feel as you deliver your message? 

How do you want your audience to feel as they watch your video?
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Increasing Your Visibility
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Collaboration

One of the BEST ways to raise
your profile is to collaborate with
someone else in a related niche. 

Notice I did not say the SAME niche. 
It’s possible to do this, but then you both may feel you are competing 
for the same clients, and that may cause both of you to feel insecure 
in your offerings, skills, and abilities. 

Collaboration could be participating in an online summit, or it could 
be offering a webinar together. They key is to collaborate with 
someone in similar (but related) field to you. 

Another way you can collaborate is in a 
group event, and you can do this either 
live online or in-person. 

Online summits and conferences are 
great places to stand out and share your 
message with a wider audience. 
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Collaboration

Here are some ways to increase visibility through collaboration: 
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Increasing Your Visibility

1 Brainstorm five to ten ways that you can collaborate with 
others who are doing similar (but not the SAME) that work 
you do.

2 Pick three people and reach out to see if they are open to 
working together. Determine what you might collaborate 
on and how the process would work.

3 Be creative: if you are in a more structured workplace, 
contact a different department that may have some 
crossover with yours (e.g. Marketing and Communications, 
or Human Resources and Training & Development).

Collaboration comes in many forms, and sometimes you need to be 
creative in how this works for you.
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Increasing Your Visibility
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Expanding Your Reach/Niche

Why would you want to do this? The question is actually, why 
WOULDN’T you want to do this! If you have a message that is 
BURNING to get out into the world, then you need to magnify your 
reach so you can share it. 

Perhaps you feel as if you’re not ready, that your message is not yet 
clear enough. You know what — you may never feel that you’re ready, 
but you still need to do it. And right now is the best time to start. 

If you don’t already share your business and your message on social 
media channels, such as LinkedIn, Pinterest, or other appropriate 
areas, why not? Pick one to start with and stick with it for at least 30 
days.

Every day, you need to share something about your business. 
Sometimes you’ll even need to do this multiple times a day.

To be perfectly honest, I still struggle with doing this. A system of 
batching the creation of posts, 
media content, and creativity into
big  blocks of time is a great way to be
more visible. 

Focus your creative energy in one
time and place for you to maximize
your resources.
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Here are three ways to explore expanding your reach and niche:
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Increasing Your Visibility

1 Try a single social media platform for 60 days and see what 
happens. Spend a few weeks getting to know it, and then 
begin to share your message and your business on that 
channel on a regular basis.

2 Attend a live event such as a conference, weekend 
workshop, or retreats. This goes beyond networking. If you 
are an online entrepreneur, make specific plans to attend a 
live event. Attending live events is critical to building 
connection and is a powerful potential for collaboration 
(see above).

3 CREATE your own live event. If you already do this, live-
stream part of it on different platforms and start to increase 
your reach that way.

The trick with expanding your influence and your niche is that it also 
asks YOU to grow. You must take a risk, and jump.
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Increasing Your Visibility
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Public Speaking

I’m sure you have, at one point or another, feared public speaking. If 
my experience is anything to go by, I should be terrified of being on 
stage. I gave a speech in Grade 8 that used racist language. I thought I 
was funny, but my teacher made me stop, called me out in front of the 
entire class, and one week later, I gave a different speech. I don’t even 
remember what that second speech was about. 

I was mortified. I still feel physical discomfort even as I write this. But, 
I learned about using sensitive language. My intent wasn’t to harm, 
but I learned VERY quickly that intelligent humour never belittles 
others. 

Public speaking can be a terrifying encounter, but it can also be an 
exciting one. It has the possibility of being an experience where you 
truly connect with your audience. 

Being on stage increases your profile 
and grows your audience. It also helps 
build your “know, like, and trust” 
element that is essential to your sales 
and your success.

People will talk about you and your 
work. And if you faithfully share an 
open and honest part of yourself in an 
authentic way, you'll be memorable.
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Public Speaking

There are loads of books and resources about public speaking. 

Start by watching speakers and observing their methods, then start to 
visualize yourself standing in their place, sharing your message.

Does that make you uncomfortable? Or excited? Or maybe it makes 
you a little nervous? 

If you are feeling apprehensive about public speaking (and who 
doesn't at one point or another), and you want a little more support 
or guidance, then feel free to contact me. 

You can Book a free Discovery Call 
where we can review tools and techniques
that will get excited about sharing your
business with the world! 
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What Makes You Uniquely You? 

Part of what makes your voice heard is your personal story. We all 
have a story. Marketers talk about this all the time. What’s your story? 
What makes your voice different from everyone else’s? 

Well, it’s YOU!

Your voiceprint is as unique and individual as your fingerprint. Which 
makes video and audio recordings fantastic mechanisms for getting 
your message and your story out into the world.  

Ever since we were little girls, we’ve been told that we shouldn’t speak 
up, that we should be quiet, or that our voices aren’t valuable or 
respected. 
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Make Your Voice Heard

Women still get these messages every day 
in media, in film, in the workplace, in 
daily life. 

It's time for you to be heard. It's time for 
you to stop being embarrassed by how 
you sound, whether or not you can sing, 
or whether your message is important. 

Of COURSE it's important.
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What Makes You Uniquely You? 

Now let me ask you this: Do you like the sound of your voice? 

If no, why not? If yes, has it always been this way? 

Do you connect the sound of your voice with the value of your 
message? 

Your voice is a vehicle for your message.

The delivery of your message can be 
improved with a few simple tweaks 
to the way you communicate. 

But, to change the way you 
communicate, you have 
to get to know (and love) 
your voice a bit more intimately.
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Make Your Voice Heard
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Do You Love Your Voice?

If you answered “no” to the question in the heading above, then you’re 
not alone. Part of the reason we don’t like to listen to ourselves on 
playback is that we hear only a portion of the sonic qualities of our 
voice. We are used to hearing and sensing our voice from both inside 
our head (sound vibrations in our throat, jaw, 
and head) as well as from the outside 
(hearing our voice as the sound reaches 
our ears).

When we listen to our voice recorded, 
we hear a mechanical or digital rendition of 
the sound of our voice. What we 
don't hear is the variety of 
vibrations and tones 
that come with real-life 
speaking or singing.

And, if we get down to the nitty-gritty of confidence in our voices, if we 
don’t like our voice, or even hate it, we are directing self-loathing to a 
fundamental part of ourselves. 

In this frame of self-loathing, no wonder we don't like our voices 
when we are asked all the time to be quiet or to sacrifice for others.

How do we change that? 
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Make Your Voice Heard
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The answer is to record more audio and
to make more videos. 

Share them.

Listen to the playback and ignore that persistent 
“other” voice that says, “You sound funny/weird/different.” 

Your voice is valuable and what you have to say is valuable. Trust me, 
very few (if any) people are sitting there, listening to you, thinking, 
“Wow, her voice is really weird.” And who cares if they are? What they 
are thinking is way beyond your control.

Here are three Voice - Love Affirmations you can use each time you 
hit record:
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1 I love my voice and the amazing message that I carry and 
share.

2 My voice and message are valuable.

3 The world is waiting for my important work. My voice 
carries this work to the world.

Make Your Voice Heard
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Voice-Love Process:
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1 Record yourself (audio or video) and listen to the recording.

2 Share the recording.

3 Breathe and repeat.

Make Your Voice Heard

The more you do this, the easier it gets. 

Still Stuck? 

Book a free Discovery Call to get into the nitty gritty about you, your 
voice, and your business. 
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How Can A Voice & Visibility Coach Help? 

You haven’t come this far without courage, determination, vulnerability, 
and the many other qualities that make you, uniquely, you. 

However, everyone can benefit from another set of ears, another brain, 
and some external cheerleading and encouragement along the way. 

Friends can only keep you accountable for so long, because, well, they 
have a vested interest in remaining friends with you. They encourage 
you, they will champion you, but they may not be able to guide you 
towards growth the same way that a coach does. 

As a Voice & Communications coach, I listen to you and what you have 
to say. I bring awareness to and shine a light on the words you use, as 
much as the words you don’t use. 

Then we work together to create a plan around building your profile, 
holding yourself accountable, and sharing your voice and your message 
with the world.  
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Make Your Voice Heard
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How Can A Voice & Visibility Coach Help? 

Our sessions might look at breathing and posture, or we may do some 
singing. 

I'll teach you how to tap into the fullest power and potential of your 
physical voice. 

No, you won't have to sing opera, (unless you want to!), and yes, I will 
ask you to use your voice in new and unusual ways that may make you 
feel uncomfortable at first. I will support you in exploring that 
discomfort and show you how to clear it.

You’ll learn how to bring your best SELF to the world, so it acts as a 
megaphone for your work. 

Pretty cool, eh? 

Are you interested to know more? 

Then Book a free Discovery Call with me, or email me anytime with any 
questions you may have: hello@jenlang.com
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Make Your Voice Heard
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Share Your Voice With The World

As you can see, voice and visibility are closely connected. By working 
with your inside and outside voices, and your physical and mental 
confidence, you can create more content that reflects you and what you 
have to bring to the world.

Whether through video, public speaking, writing, or other creative 
platforms, you and your message are important, or you wouldn't be 
reading this.

So, what are you waiting for? Permission? If you've found this ebook
helpful, then I encourage you just to begin. Hit record and go. And 
don’t forget to share your recording!

Ditch that critical “other” voice and just go. It’s TIME. Magnify your 
reach, share your amazing self, your truest self, your VOICE, with the 
world. 

And, if you want any additional guidance and support, I’m here for you. 

Drop me a line at hello@jenlang.com or Book a free Discovery Call so 
you can get started right away.

Go forth and create. The world is waiting to hear from you!
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Make Your Voice Heard
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If you had told me 10 years ago that I would be
coaching women on confidence, visibility, and 
speaking truth, I would have looked at you and 
said “Huh?”, I’m an opera singer!

I was in Montreal, Quebec, doing my Master’s in Opera and I wanted to 
sing professionally around the world. Life had other plans. 

After moving back to our hometown of Victoria, BC from Montreal, my 
husband and I built a house together, I worked part-time in Marketing & 
Communications at the University of Victoria and taught singing part-
time, with performances when and where I could do them. 

But something was bothering me. I wasn’t making my voice heard. Yes, I 
was singing and teaching, but I wanted to reach more people. I wanted 
to bring confidence, joy, and encouragement to others that went beyond 
singing. 

Moving to Abu Dhabi in early 2015 was the change that prompted a lot 
of soul-searching and has ultimately resulted in building my global Voice 
& Communications coaching business. 

Since then, I have spoken at, created, and/or led events in Dubai, Abu 
Dhabi, the Seychelles, South Africa, Australia, and Canada. 

I believe that women have important stories and messages to share with 
the world. But many things stop us from getting out there and DOING it. 
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It’s my calling to guide you and support you as 
you bring forth your passion into this world.  

So, if you know you have some magic or 
message that needs to be OUT in this world 
and not stuck in your head, then we should talk. 

Find me at www.jenlang.com

Let’s make it happen!
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